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HARVEST OF WILD POPULATIONS

Hunting of wild populations has been an important part of human existence since the beginning of our species. In North America, hunting has a long history as a fundamental component of wildlife management. Following the exploitation and near extirpation of many wildlife species in the 1800s, biologists, managers and sportsmen developed a set of principles that allowed them to not only sustainably harvest wild game, but also to return many of the nearly extinct populations back to robust numbers. This body of principles, better known as the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation, recognized hunting as the cornerstone of wildlife management, and is arguably one of the most successful sets of tools used for the conservation and management of wild species throughout the world.

Beyond its importance as a tool in wildlife management, hunting also provides one of the largest sources of funding for management and conservation of both game and non-game species in North America. Hunting generates billions of dollars each year through federal taxes that directly benefit the conservation and management of wildlife and their habitat throughout North America.

Without the efforts of early sportsmen and anglers in developing the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation, and the continued monetary contributions of both hunters and anglers today, many of our wild populations and the habitat upon which they rely likely would no longer exist.
SELECTIVE HARVEST AND HARVEST-INDUCED EVOLUTION

Although harvest remains a fundamental part of conservation and management of wild populations, there has been concern recently over unintended consequences of selective pressures that may result from current harvest strategies. The idea that selection for specific sizes, behaviors or characteristics of wild animals can cause an evolutionary change in those characteristics through time has garnered increased interest and concern among both researchers and the public over the past two decades. Indeed, there can be evolutionary changes through time when harvest pressure is both highly selective and intensive, including: reduction in the average body size of a population, changes in the size of horns and antlers, increasingly early sexual maturation, and changes in behaviors such as courtship and foraging. Yet, the degree of selectivity and intensity necessary to produce such evolutionary changes remains unclear in most instances.

In ungulates, the evolutionary effects of selective harvest pressure typically are assessed through changes in the size of horns and antlers through time. Research on this subject is still relatively limited, but there is evidence that harvest can cause changes in the size of horn-like structures. The mechanisms, however, behind these changes have not been identified in most instances. The majority of the work on this topic has been focused on a single population of bighorn sheep found on Ram Mountain in Alberta, Canada. In this particular population, harvest has resulted in a genetically based reduction in the size of horns through time. The results of this research represent an important step forward in understanding the effects that selective harvest can have on the size of horn-like structures; however, this population possesses several unique characteristics that make extrapolating the results from Ram Mountain to other populations and species potentially problematic. For the majority of the study period, harvest of bighorn sheep on Ram Mountain was regulated based solely on a size requirement, with no limit to the number of animals that could be harvested each year. During most of
the study, males had a 40% probability of being harvested during the year in which they reached legal size. The high degree of both harvest selectivity and intensity of the population on Ram Mountain almost certainly contributed to the genetic change in the size of horns through time.

Despite the limited generality of the Ram Mountain study, research results from this population are often used by both the public and researchers to suggest that management strategies throughout North America are causing irreversible evolutionary changes to the size of horns and antlers through time. In reality, harvest of most populations and species of big game throughout the rest of North America does not occur at the same level of severity as the harvest pressure that existed on Ram Mountain when a genetic change in horn size was detected, thereby calling into question the selective role of harvest practices more broadly. Public perception of harvest is constantly changing, and the idea that selective harvest is causing changes at the population level has increased in popularity. Nevertheless, if current harvest practices are causing declines in the growth of hornlike structures in ungulates, managers and biologists would want to know and adjust harvest practices accordingly. More research is necessary on a broader spatial scale (i.e., a scale that encompasses populations that are more representative of how we harvest most populations of wild game), before a true assessment can be made of how harvest selection truly influences the size of horns and antlers through time.
ADDRESSING QUESTIONS OF SELECTIVE HARVEST IN MOUNTAIN SHEEP

Mountain Sheep as a Study System

Understanding how selective harvest influences ungulates is a highly controversial issue that can be difficult to address fully, especially because changes to horn and antler sizes in response to harvest can take decades to manifest. Furthermore, other factors such as age and nutrition can override genetic contributions to horn and antler size and can potentially confound results if not properly accounted for. Age plays the most important role in size of horn-like structures, particularly in species that cumulatively grow horns throughout their lifetime. Additionally, nutritional condition during different stages of life can have lifetime consequences for horn size, and individuals that experience poor environmental conditions may have smaller horns than individuals of the same age that are not limited by poor resources.

Mountain sheep represent an ideal system to test the question of how selective harvest influences horn size for two reasons. First, the presence of horn annuli allows biologists and managers to estimate the age of mountain sheep relatively accurately. These age data are critical for assessing changes in the age structure of the population, which can result in population-level changes in horn size through time that may mimic trends caused by selective harvest. Second, harvest of mountain sheep is highly regulated, and harvested individuals must be checked in to state and provincial agencies. In many areas, biologists and managers throughout North America have collected both horn measurements and age data from wild sheep for decades. These records represent one of the few sources of empirical data that are currently available for testing the question of selective harvest at the time scale on which evolutionary processes occur in a long-lived species.

Using harvest data from four subspecies of mountain sheep (Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep, desert bighorn sheep, Stone’s sheep and Dall’s sheep) we will evaluate the following hypotheses for explaining how harvest influences the size of mountain sheep horns through time:
Demographic Shift Hypothesis
Through intensive removal of males in a population, there will be a shift in the overall age structure through time. Young males will become more common than old males in the population, and the mean age of harvested males will decrease through time. As a result, average horn size of the population will decrease. The shift in horn size of the population will occur solely because of the young age of harvested animals, and the mean horn size of individuals within age classes will not change through time.

Selective Harvest Hypothesis
Selective harvest that removes fast-growing and large-horned males will favor the persistence of males with slow growing and small horns in a population. Over time, horn size relative to age class will become smaller as individuals with large horns are removed from the population.

Environmental Effects Hypothesis
Environmental conditions during different stages of life will influence horn size of males. Forage availability, precipitation and winter severity all influence the nutritional condition of an animal. Males that experience poor nutritional conditions (low precipitation, low forage availability and high winter severity) will have smaller horns than males of the same age that experience better nutritional condition.
PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Preliminary analysis of harvest data from 171 hunt units in 11 states throughout western North America revealed 72% (n= 123) of hunt units did not exhibit changes in horn size, after accounting for age, over the past 45 years. Furthermore, of the 48 hunt units that did show a temporal change, 58% (n=28) of those hunt units were declining, whereas 42% (n=20) exhibited increases in horn size through time.

In Wyoming, where sample size for individual hunt units typically was very large, three of the twenty hunt areas we examined exhibited age-specific changes in horn size through time. The largest decrease in horn size in Wyoming was in Hunt Unit 9, with a 2.5” decline in horn size from 1970 – 2015. The largest increase in horn size in Wyoming was 2.8” in Hunt Unit 19 from 1970 – 2015.

Some hunt areas did not exhibit changes in horn size or changes in age at the population level, but did show changes in the size of horns of specific age classes. Accounting for age is critical when addressing the question of how harvest influences size of horns through time, because evaluating population averages alone may not tell the whole story. For example, many populations did not show a change in average horn size or average age through time, but did exhibit changes in horn size of individual age classes.

Average horn size (left) and average age (right) of males harvested in the Ram-Shunda Sheep Management Area from 1972 – 2007. Ram-Shunda SMA is located just east of the Canadian Rockies in Alberta, Canada. Neither average horn size nor average age of harvested animals changed significantly through time.
Horn size of 7-year old males (left) and the annual horn growth (right) predicted from a mixed effects model in the Ram-Shunda Sheep Management Area in Alberta. Overall, this SMA exhibited a 1.5” decrease in horn size of 7 year old males from 1972 – 2007.
ASSESSING LONG-TERM TRENDS IN UNGULATE SPECIES

Harvest records of mountain sheep are a valuable tool for assessing long-term trends in the size of horns, and these records are one of the few sources of empirical data that exists for testing the question of how harvest influences the size of horns and antlers through time. The Boone and Crockett Club, the first records program in North America, was created over a century ago to promote conservation and the ethical and sustainable management of one of our greatest natural resources – wildlife. To this day, that goal remains the foundation of numerous records programs throughout North America, and because of the diligence and enthusiasm of the individuals that created records programs, decades of measurement data exist for most species of big game that are harvested in North America. Consequently, the measurements of trophy animals kept by records programs may be one of the most robust and valuable tools available for understanding how harvest influences horn and antler size.

There has been recent criticism, however, of the effectiveness of trophy record books for assessing changes in the size of horns and antlers through time. This criticism stems from the idea that trophy record books are inherently providing truncated samples (i.e., they are limited by a minimum size requirement for entry). If horns and antlers must reach a minimum size to be entered into a record book, the trends seen in record books may be underrepresenting the trends that actually are occurring in populations that include a wider range of horn and antler sizes. A minimum size requirement for entry will mean that all individuals have to be at least a certain size, and even if there are changes through time, the minimum size that all animals must attain to be recorded in a record book may dilute the trends seen through time.

Expected trends in horn and antler size of trophy animals (green) and all animals (blue) of a population if record books do not provide a valid way to assess change through time.
Trophy record books represent one of the best sources of data for testing the effects of harvest on the size of horns and antlers because they are the longest-standing source of measurement data for horns and antlers that exist anywhere. To understand the usefulness of trophy record books for assessing trends in the size of horns and antlers through time, we will evaluate the prediction that lower requirements for entry into a record book (i.e. a record book that includes a wider range of horn and antler sizes; Pope and Young Record Book) will indicate a stronger temporal trend than record books with higher requirements for entry (i.e., a record book that includes a narrower ranges of horn and antler sizes; Boone and Crockett Record Book).

**Preliminary results**

When we compared trends in the size of horns and antlers of two different record books (Boone and Crockett Record Book and Pope and Young Record Book), we found that five of the sixteen categories differed in the direction and magnitude of temporal trends (non-typical white-tailed deer, typical American elk, Roosevelt’s elk, muskox and bighorn sheep).

Our prediction that a record book with lower minimum entry requirements (Pope and Young Club) would exhibit trends of greater magnitude through time than a record book with higher minimum entry requirements (Boone and Crockett Club) however, was only supported in three of those trophy categories (typical American elk, Roosevelt’s elk and bighorn sheep). Furthermore, although we did observe a divergence in some categories, over two thirds of the trophy categories that we tested did not show significant differences in trends between the two record books. The majority of categories did not differ, which suggests that trends evident in trophy record books may accurately represent trends that are occurring across a broader range of age and/or size classes, and therefore may provide a valid tool for assessing range-wide changes through time.

As one of the longest-standing sources of data for large game that are harvested in North America, trophy record books provide a wealth of information, and their potential usefulness as a tool for assessing the effects of management strategies and conservation success was a primary goal of the founders of the records programs. These record books contain information that spans a vast range of spatial and temporal scale and that may indicate how horns and antlers of different species are changing through time. Given their truncated nature, however, care must be taken when interpreting any observed patterns in those data.
Trends in the size of horns in the Boone and Crockett record book (white) and Pope and Young record book (black) for muskox, bighorn sheep, Rocky Mountain goat and pronghorn through time. Trends in horn size of muskox and bighorn sheep are different between record books.
Trends in the size of antlers in the Boone and Crockett record book (white) and Pope and Young record book (black) for barren ground caribou, central Canada barren ground caribou, Quebec-Labrador caribou, Roosevelt’s elk, typical American elk and non-typical American elk. Trends in antler size of Roosevelt’s elk and typical American elk are different between record books.
Trends in the size of antlers in the Boone and Crockett record book (white) and Pope and Young record book (black) for typical Coues’ white-tailed deer, typical white-tailed deer, non-typical white-tailed deer, typical Columbia black-tailed deer, typical mule deer and non-typical mule deer. Trends in antler size of non-typical white-tailed deer are different between record books.
Preliminary results from the analysis of mountain sheep horn size using harvest records are just the beginning of our efforts to understand how harvest influences horn size through time. Currently, we have only assessed if there have been age-specific changes in horn size, and not what underlying factors might be responsible for those changes. Our next steps are to begin to understand how environmental conditions, including population size, forage quality, and climatic conditions during different stages of life influence patterns of horn growth and size.

Given the growing body of both popular and scientific literature that currently exists on selective harvest in ungulates, it is easy to assume that the harvest practices currently adopted by management agencies throughout North America are causing detrimental changes at the population level. Yet, from our preliminary analyses we have seen that the overwhelming majority of hunt areas in North America have not shown changes in horn size through time after accounting for age. Additionally, only 16% of all hunt units showed age-specific declines in horn size, while 11% exhibited age-specific increases in horn size.

Addressing questions of selective harvest is a critical step in communicating both the effectiveness and value of management of big game species throughout North America to the public. Additionally, we can use these results to identify areas where there are population-level changes occurring as a result of harvest, which will provide the opportunity to reconsider harvest practices for those areas should maintenance of horn size be a management objective.
Preliminary results from the analysis of trophy record books indicates that record programs are most likely collecting data that can be a useful tool for assessing changes in the size of horns and antlers from trophy animals through time. As of right now, our results only include sixteen trophy categories; however, we are currently incorporating almost 10 more years of data from Boone and Crockett into the analysis. The inclusion of these new data may allow us to better test our prediction that low requirements for entry into a record book will result in the detection of trends of greater magnitude when compared with record books with high requirements for entry. Additionally, we will include a third trophy record book, Safari Club International, into this analysis. The inclusion of an additional record book will allow us to increase sample size and to compare trends in the size of horns and antlers of three record books, all with different ranges of horn and antler sizes.

Harvest plays a critical role in the management and conservation of wild populations. Understanding how harvest practices influence populations is essential for maximizing the effectiveness of wildlife management programs throughout North America.
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